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Abstract. The article provides critical examination of manipulation as multidimensional 

phenomenon related with translation and interpreting in light of assurance of informational safety that 

is our research object. Research methodology is based on critical analysis of manipulations with texts 

and proficiency requirements for translator. Results of our research are corresponding to theory and 

practice of translation, psychology, comparative religious studies and national security. Practical value 

of obtained results consists in proposed algorithms for critical analysis of translated or interpreted texts 

that allows to evaluate their quality according to context, meaning and semiotics of original ones. 
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Introduction. Digital era started in the 21st century has one initial difference 

related with dominance of digital technologies that become new Leviathan of societal 

domain. That is why anybody who are able to control information channels and 

operate with information technologies can to create, collate, manage and manipulate, 

store or share information beyond of time and space frameworks. Other significant 

feature of this era is role of information as unique societal and economic resource, 
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also key factor in modern production and consumption. Information also is 

considered as tool for competitive advantages in political, managerial, organizational 

and global levels. But very often information can be divided from its original context, 

deviated, translated, changed, rethink, reshaped and reinterpreted in different ways 

for political, economical, administrative or any other purpose by means of 

manipulative techniques. That is why purpose of research is critical examination of 

manipulation as multidimensional phenomenon related with translation, interpreting 

and sharing information within society to make influence (or control) on its political, 

economic, cultural and social development. For example, phenomena of soft power, 

hybrid and consciental wars as like as building of radical sectarian or terroristic 

networks and their ideologies around the globe are based on manipulation aimed on 

achieving absolute control on people by cardinally reshaping their mental, cultural, 

historical and spiritual self-identity. 

Usually influencers (politicians, sectarian leaders or radical extremists) to 

manipulate by crowd, create needed attitude or public opinion, operating by 

interpreted texts or their translations in form of citations without any regard to 

consisted in original ones semantic or semiotic constructs, contexts and idioms. Here 

critical and comparative analysis as elements of research methodology allow 

systemizing different kinds of manipulations related with translated and/or interpreted 

texts with proficiency requirements for translators of texts belonged to different 

genres. Our working hypothesis: if information can be considered as power, 

existing in form of data, then it is valuable in evaluation of any objet or societal 

phenomenon. Arguments for check of given hypothesis we will take from theory and 

practice of translation, philosophic anthropology, political science, psychology, 

public administration, comparative religious studies and national security issues. 

Results and discussions. Discussing translation as phenomenon and its impact 

on everyday life Eugene Nida, has stated that «… interlingual translations are based 

on two factors: semantic similarities between languages due no doubt in large 

measure to the common core of human experience and fundamental similarities into 

syntactic structures of languages especially at the so-called kernel or core level» [1, p. 
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483-485]. Also term «translation» has several meanings: as general subject field, 

product of intellectual activity and as process or act of translating. In the same time 

process of interlingual translation is related with translator’s activity on changing 

original text in original verbal language into a written text in different verbal 

language. Iinterlingual translation can be divided into three categories: rewording or 

interpretation of verbal sings by means of other signs of the same language; 

translation proper or interpretation of verbal signs by means of some other language; 

and also intersemiotic translation or transmutation - interpretation of verbal signs by 

means of signs of non-verbal sign systems [2, p. 233]. 

According to term «manipulation» in light of journalist’s or translator’s 

activity, there are some scholars like Aiga Dukate and Levent Kuey who consider 

that manipulation is aspect of risk management of terrorism that induces stress [3, p. 

154-157] and in the same time manipulation can be eternal and thus inevitable evil or 

strategy relevant to proficiency level of translator or journalist [4, p. 43-44]. 

Manipulation as kind of translational and interpretational strategy which in turn is 

manifested as a shift in the translator’s /interpreter’s output in comparison with 

original text [4, p. 76]. That is why should be analyzed main features of translator’s 

activity models (see table 1). 

Manipulations also can be sorted by frequency of their occurrence in texts or 

around them. Each of described above kinds of manipulations can have different forms. 

Overt and covert manipulations. Overt manipulation is kind of manipulation that 

is announced for instance in preface or in text itself indicating its parts that have been 

manipulated. Covert manipulation is manipulation that is not announced. 

Avoidable and unavoidable manipulations. Avoidable manipulation occurs 

when translator or text handler is internationally and consciously introducing 

something new in the text, although the change introduced could have been avoided. 

Unavoidable manipulation the translator (or text handler) has had any choose then 

opts for the solution chosen usually due to linguistic peculiarities of the target 

language. Thus conscious manipulation has avoidable (partly-avoidable) character 

whereas conscious is not, since translator is not aware of it. 
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Table 1. 

Models of translator’s  activity 
 

# Model of translation 

process 

Main characteristics and features 

1 Situational Model Basis of language units for translated and original texts is their 

correlation with elements and phenomena of objective reality (denotes, 
referents). 

2 Semantic model Translation is reduced to component analysis of translated text units and 
meaning synthesis in relevant units of target language. Level of 
semantic resemblance between original and translated text defines 

measure of its adequacy and quality. 
3 Transformational Translation is based on operations on transforming of nuclear syntactic 

structures that are equivalent in different languages. 

4 Communicative  Translation is defined as act of bilingual communication, when 
language is kind of code reflecting relationship between: signs, symbol 
and denotation, signs and communicators. 

5 Informative Translation is based on the idea that any text is source of various 
information - semantic, stylistic, functional, situational, aesthetic, and so 
on, the translation is based on available information equivalents in 

language. 

6 Language differences 
model 

Main task of translation is to establish logical correspondences between 
elements of original and translated text (equivalence, contextual 
differences etc.) also with forms and diapasons of its primary meaning 
interpretations. This model is logically related with theoretical and 

practical aspects of translator’s work on poetry texts. 
7 Transfer of sacred and 

religious texts 
meanings model 

Translation of spiritual and sacred texts meanings must take into 

consideration their thematic orientation, genre affiliation, civilizational, 
cultural aspects and historical context as like as its interpretations, 
lexical and grammatical equivalents, communicative aims of translator 
and cultural axiology of language-recipient. Here translation as process 

is coherent with interpretation and transformation as essential elements 
of translator’s activity that requires availability of special education, 
professionalism in this field and high spiritual level of person in general. 
Persons without required proficiency level on this field are often faced 

with risks to create objects for manipulation (i.e. «translated» texts) or 
became subjects of manipulations. This usually occurs when dilettante-
translator is motivated by agents of influence (for example political 
group or radical sect) to transform original meanings of religious texts 

for purposes of spreading conflicts and contradictions among people or 
communities. Such activity is key element of modern consciental 
(hybrid) wars, where information is the main weapon [5, p. 1-3]. 

Source: completed by authors. 
 

Mandatory and optional manipulations. Obligatory or mandatory manipulation 

usually can be caused by linguistic differences and optional manipulation overlaps 

with conscious and unconscious manipulations, but here are also certain tracing 

differences. Mandatory manipulations or obligatory shifts can be perceived as 

legitimate translation strategies, as we have discussed earlier and optional 
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manipulations or optional shifts as manipulation in conventional sense of the word, or 

handling and devious change, respectively. 

Considering the above-made distinction between manipulation as handling, 

manipulation as improvement and manipulation as distortion, it can be said that 

manipulation in these two senses has optional character. But in the same time, it one 

considers the external pressures exerted on text handler, these types of manipulation 

can also be seen as mandatory ones. Manipulation as handling can be so far optional 

as text handler can decide not to handle some particular text at all. Regarding 

mandatory and optional kinds of manipulations, here purpose of translation is also 

considered [4, p. 110-112]. 

Manipulative nature of translated or reinterpreted texts also correlates with 

their discourse. Traditionally discourse is observed as complex communicative 

phenomenon that includes text itself and some other aspects of interaction (i.e. 

activity on sharing information or knowledge, communicative goals and cognitive 

elements, skills and abilities to conduct constructive intercultural dialogue etc.). All 

of listed above things play leading roles in successful and adequate interpretation of 

texts that is very important in work with sacred and religious ones [6, p. 431-432]. 

Intralingual translation would occur, for example, when we rephrase an 

expression or summarize or otherwise rewrite a text in the same language. Discussing 

cross-cultural peculiarities of interlingual translation when we deal with two different 

verbal languages, I. Hephzibah underlines role of translator’s proficiency: «... 

translations undertaken in religious contexts do not occur merely at the linguistic, and 

perhaps the more explicit, level. There are two co-working planes - linguistic and 

conceptual. Each of them deals in complex ways to perform the multiple forms of 

translation that can be identified in religious contexts» [7, p. 323-324]. Sometimes 

essential elements of religion can be translated in different ways to be promoted 

worldwide, even if understood in the most primary sense of translating divinity, 

through any form or medium for wide audience. 

Term sacred text broadly defined is any text, object or sound perceived as 

sacred or holy or used for any purpose considered sacred by faith community. That is 
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why scriptural translation of sacred text is only one aspect of translation process that 

manifests itself in spreading of religions. According to practice, much broader range 

of sacred elements in literature in each spiritual tradition can being translated for 

ritual practices, or devotional purposes, including forms of poetry, music and 

recitation that are co-created by religious communities and continue existence on 

broader religious and social culture. Usually sectarians or followers of radical 

political movements use mentioned above method to prove so-called divine 

legitimacy of their encroachmentі on territory, resources or political recognition and 

marginal support within community and beyond. This point can be illustrated by case 

with attempts to translate meanings of Muslim holy book Quran into Ukrainian 

language by Valery Basirov [8]. 

Literary experiment of V. Basirov with title «Quran: Translations of Meanings 

into Ukrainian» was included in list of contenders for National Taras Shevchenko 

Prize of Ukraine in 2011. And on National Taras Shevchenko Prize of Ukraine 

Committee’s initiative mentioned book was submitted for expertise to Spiritual 

Administration of Muslims of Ukraine. Results of the expertise contained statement 

that this book has many fragments that can be used as instruments of manipulative 

influence on crowd. Actually this Basirov's experiment was based on literal 

translation and combination the fragments of existing earlier Russian-language 

attempts to translate original text of Quran in author's interpretation. Also such literal 

translation of some Qur'an verses was borrowed from Russian sources reflects the 

views of Ibn Taymiyah, whose ideas formed ideological basis for many extremist 

pseudo-Islamic movements and sects. Usually, with such interpretations, extremist 

movements and sects try to justify and spread their destructive ideology under mask 

of Islamic doctrine [9, p. 422-424]. 

According to J. Naude, translation of sacred and religious texts requires if 

translator has appropriate profile education, advanced level of knowledge on theology 

and interpretation the meaning of religious texts. This scholar has proposed six 

principles of work with sacred texts: (1) translation of religious texts is not essentially 

different from classical process of translation; (2) translated sacred texts often 
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facilitate cross-cultural communication; (3) interpretation of  sacred texts is based on 

special purposes and does not perform similar communicative functions in modern 

societies; (4) translator’s activity as process should to pay more attention to 

translation strategies, rather than to establishing equivalence between text units; (5) 

critics use mostly descriptive analysis of interpreted sacred texts, rather than 

normative ones; (6) knowledge in field of epistemology, hermeneutics and religiosity 

of translators are basis of core intellectual and intercultural competences needed for 

translation of sacred texts [10, p. 286-288]. 

Another interesting case related with Indian custom called suttee that in 

literature often linked to interpretations of myth about Hindu goddess Sati, who 

burned herself to death in a fire that she created through her yogic powers after her 

father insulted her husband, the god Shiva [11, p. 347-348]. But in this myth Shiva 

remains alive and avenges Sati’s death. Wife immolated herself either on funeral pyre 

of her dead husband or in some other cases soon after his death. Suttee ritual was the 

ideal of womanly devotion propagated by certain Brahman and royal castes. Also 

women sometimes suffered immolation before their husbands’ expected death in 

battle, in which case the burning was called jauhar. In Mogul Empire period (since 

12th to 16th century) Rajput clans practiced this ritual to save women from rape, which 

they considered worse than death, at the hands of conquering enemies. Also 

numerous social stereotypes and hardships encountered by widows in traditional 

Hindu society generally have contributed to spread of suttee customs [11, p. 223]. 

Nowadays one of controversial issues in interreligious dialogue and mediation 

is connection, both actual and perceived, between sacred sources and the justification 

of violent acts as divinely mandated. That is why balanced approach to religious 

pluralism in global scope should be build on measured, well-informed response to the 

increasingly publicized and sensationalized association of terrorism and large-scale 

violence with religion. John Renard in his book observes major scriptures of different 

religious traditions and explored interpretations of select facets of these scriptures, 

focusing on those texts so often claimed, both historically and more recently, as 

inspiration and justification for every kind of violence, from individual assassination 
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to mass murder. Thus, there was occurred need in valid instruments to facilitate 

reading and understanding of sacred textual sources in light of cross-cultural 

communication [12, p. 96-100]. 

The most serious threat for successful cross-cultural communication is 

language manipulation within and beyond discourse like it was with controversial 

novel «The Satanic Verses» published in 1988 of Salman Rushdie, originated from 

family of Indian Muslims. Interpreted in author’s manner, characters and event 

canvas in this novel were inspired by life of Prophet Muhammad. Rushdie used 

magical realism to transfer symbolic and legendary characters on contemporary 

events to create own critical interpretation for core elements of Islam. That is why 

novel’s name refers to the satanic verses, a group of Quran verses that refer to three 

pagan Meccan idols (Allat, Uzza and Manat). In result book of Salman Rushdie was 

banned in India as hate speech directed toward Muslims. And there were several 

failed assassination attempts on Rushdie, who was placed under police protection by 

the United Kingdom government, and attacks on several connected with him 

individuals, including the murder of translator Hitoshi Igarashi. 

The same situation close related with discoursed manipulations was with 

French satirical weekly magazine «Charlie Hebdo» featuring cartoons, jokes, reports 

and polemics. The magazine has been the target of three terrorist attacks: in 2011, 

2015 and 2020. All of them were presumed to be in response to a number of cartoons 

that it published controversially depicting Prophet Muhammad. In attack of 2015 

were killed twelve people, including publishing director Charb and some cartoonists. 

Usually manipulation within discourse (cartoons, jokes, polemics) is performed 

by verbal and nonverbal means of language: when speaker uses the hidden 

possibilities of language in order to impose on recipient a certain idea of reality, 

attitude to it, emotional reaction or intention that does not coincide with those that 

this addressee could form independently. That is caused why security of information 

is an important issue and a growing concern that affects all sectors in digital age [13, 

p. 16-17]. Lack of information security can lead to confidential information being 

accessed by unauthorized persons or compromised integrity of information. In light 
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of these, information security in developing countries are focus of strategic interests 

and national security issues [14, p. 60-65]. 

Instrumental domain of societal competition on local and global levels, 

especially since beginning of 21st century, are represented by non-state actors who 

create and successfully use different kinds of manipulative techniques to win on soft 

power field. The most dangerous among mentioned above agents of influence are: (1) 

sponsored movements and individuals-activists as agencies and agents of changes 

«voices from crowd» (instrumental level of classical concept of soft power); (2) 

destructive out-of-system actors - extremist political entities (so-called Islamic State); 

(3) pseudo-religious movements (Taliban); (4) radical religious and political groups 

focused mostly on separatism and terror (Hizb ut-Tahrir, Al- Qaida) [15, p. 62-63]. 

Progressive soft power instruments and strategies, as we can identify analyzing 

activity of these non-state destructive actors, are successfully used by them to spread 

their ideology, networks and agents around the world using economic motivation and 

manipulative techniques in cultural-ideological sphere (i.e. reinterpretations of sacred 

texts in light of their destructive ideas). Schematically interrelations between 

interpretations of texts grounded on spiritual or cultural values (i.e. sacred texts) and 

character of manipulative influence on target audience (community, marginal groups 

etc.) can be described as follows (see figure 1). 

Conclusions and perspectives. Digitalization and development of IT sphere as 

like as globalization at all have shifted role of Soft Power as unique tool that 

facilitates the penetration from international public sphere into the national societal 

space for agents of influence motivated to control and influence the process of 

domestic and foreign policy development. However, such manipulative strategies 

work successfully only in a semi-controlled information space like current Ukrainian 

ones. Thus, current critical socio-economic situation in Ukraine accelerate risks for 

our country to repeat fate of Libya or Syria, which are suffering now from 

consequences of the Arab Spring in the Middle East and its impacts beyond. That is 

why to prevent impacts of destructive manipulations and informational attacks (i.e. 
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global fakes) inspired and sponsored from outside by agents of influence we need to 

pay additional attention to information security issues on macro-and micro levels. 

 

 

Figure 1. Manipulative nature of translation: impact on social behavior.  
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our country to repeat fate of Libya or Syria, which are suffering now from 

consequences of the Arab Spring in the Middle East and its impacts beyond. That is 

why to prevent impacts of destructive manipulations and informational attacks (i.e. 

global fakes) inspired and sponsored from outside by agents of influence we need to 

pay additional attention to information security issues on macro-and micro levels. 

Also information security can be represented by means and instruments of 

monitoring and control on information shared by different religious groups, NGOs, 

opinion-makers and pseudo-expers pretended on dominance in public sphere as 

world-vide recognized authorities or professionals on different fields of study like 

promoter of creationism ideas Harun Yahya (pen name of Adnan Oktar). 

Adnan Oktar is Turkish televangelist and leader of destructive sect which 

ideology was based on mix of creationism ideas masked under Islamic rhetoric. Sect 

members called themselves BAV group and «Adnan Hocacılar» (Adherents of 

Adnan Hodja) on public. Adnan Oktar became well-known in Turkey and beyond 

especially for provocative TV shows broadcast on his own channel [16, p. 76-77]. 

Sect leader and its members were arrested in 2018 for crimes ranging from 

harassment and women trafficking to blackmail, money laundring and espionage. 

Thousands of free copies of his pseudo-scientific book «Atlas of Creation» with 

arguments against evolution had been mailed to politicians, journalists, universities 

and schools around the world with aim to attract new followers into sect and improve 

own financial status. 

Agents of influence usually use different manipulative tactics including 

translated interpretations of sacral texts to speculate on peace building, controversial 

cultural, religious, political and economic issues. Thus activity of manipulators and 

their tactic-strategic instruments impact on target audience can be object of 

multidisciplinary research on social and behavioral studies. 
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